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Disruptions of dopamine (DA) signaling contribute to a broad spectrum of neuropsychiatric disorders, including attention-deficit hyperactivity
disorder (ADHD), addiction, bipolar disorder, and schizophrenia. Despite evidence that risk for these disorders derives from heritable variation
in DA-linked genes, a better understanding is needed of the molecular and circuit context through which gene variation drives distinct disease
traits. Previously, we identified the DA transporter (DAT) variant Val559 in subjects with ADHD and established that the mutation supports
anomalous DAT-mediated DA efflux (ADE). Here, we demonstrate that region-specific contributions of D2 autoreceptors (D2AR) to presynaptic
DA homeostasis dictate the consequences of Val559 expression in adolescent male mice. We show that activation of D2ARs in the WT dorsal
striatum (DS), but not ventral striatum (VS), increases DAT phosphorylation and surface trafficking. In contrast, the activity of tyrosine hydrox-
ylase (TH) is D2AR-dependent in both regions. In the DS but not VS of Val559 mice, tonic activation of D2ARs drives a positive feedback loop that
promotes surface expression of efflux-prone DATs, raising extracellular DA levels and overwhelming DAT-mediated DA clearance capacity.
Whereas D2ARs that regulate DAT are tonically activated in the Val559 DS, D2ARs that regulate TH become desensitized, allowing maintenance
of cytosolic DA needed to sustain ADE. Together with prior findings, our results argue for distinct D2AR pools that regulate DA synthesis versus
DA release and inactivation and offer a clear example of how the penetrance of gene variation can be limited to a subset of expression sites based
on differences in intersecting regulatory networks.
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Introduction
Dopamine (DA) neurotransmission provides critical modulatory
support of multiple behaviors including movement (Salamone,

1992), reward, and motivation (Wise, 2004) and attention (Rob-
bins, 2003). The DA transporter (DAT) plays an important role
in terminating DA signaling, clearing extracellular DA through
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Significance Statement

Altered dopamine (DA) signaling has been linked to multiple neuropsychiatric disorders. In an effort to understand and model disease-
associated DAergic disturbances, we previously screened the DA transporter (DAT) in subjects with attention-deficit hyperactivity
disorder (ADHD) and identified multiple, functionally impactful, coding variants. One of these variants, Val559, supports anomalous DA
efflux (ADE) and in transgenic mice leads to changes in locomotor patterns, psychostimulant sensitivity, and impulsivity. Here, we show
that the penetrance of Val559 ADE is dictated by region-specific differences in how presynaptic D2-type autoreceptors (D2ARs) constrain
DA signaling, biasing phenotypic effects to dorsal striatal projections. The Val559 model illustrates how the impact of genetic variation
underlying neuropsychiatric disorders can be shaped by the differential engagement of synaptic regulatory mechanisms.
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reuptake (Gowrishankar et al., 2014), a process that also aug-
ments de novo DA synthesis, ensuring adequate vesicular stores
(Jones et al., 1998). DAT is a target for abused and therapeutic
psychostimulants including cocaine, methylphenidate and am-
phetamine (AMPH) that produce rapid elevations in extracellu-
lar DA by blocking reuptake (Vaughan and Foster, 2013) and/or
DAT-mediated DA efflux (Sulzer et al., 1995). DAT surface den-
sity and activity can be regulated by multiple receptors, associated
proteins and kinase pathways (Bermingham and Blakely, 2016).
Relevant to this study, presynaptic D2-type autoreceptor (D2AR)
activation can elevate DAT surface expression, thereby enhanc-
ing DA uptake (Chen et al., 2013), in addition to decreasing
cytosolic DA levels via tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) inhibition
(Lindgren et al., 2001), and limiting vesicular DA release (Benoit-
Marand et al., 2011).

Longstanding evidence implicates aberrant DA signaling in
the pathophysiology of multiple neuropsychiatric disorders in-
cluding Parkinson’s disease (PD; Hornykiewicz, 1962), atten-
tion-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD; Mazei-Robinson
and Blakely, 2006; Volkow et al., 2007), autism spectrum disor-
ders (ASD; Pavăl, 2017), schizophrenia (Grace, 2016), bipolar
disorder (BPD; Ashok et al., 2017), and addiction (Everitt and
Robbins, 2016). We and others have identified and characterized
multiple rare, functional DAT coding variants from patients with
ADHD (Mazei-Robison et al., 2005; Sakrikar et al., 2012), ASD
(Hamilton et al., 2013), PD (Kurian et al., 2009; Hansen et al.,
2014; Ng et al., 2014), and BPD (Grünhage et al., 2000). One of
the variants we identified in ADHD, the Ala559Val (Val559), has
also been detected in BPD and ASD (Bowton et al., 2014). We
determined in vitro that although Val559 did not alter DAT sur-
face expression, DA affinity or uptake capacity, it imposed a state
of constitutive anomalous DA efflux (ADE; Mazei-Robison et al.,
2008), a process normally triggered by AMPH. Further in vitro
studies revealed that Val559 imparts elevated N-terminal DAT
phosphorylation and that D2-type receptor signaling sustains
ADE (Bowton et al., 2010). Subsequently, we developed Val559
knock-in mice (Mergy et al., 2014a,b) and, as predicted by in vitro
findings, detected elevated striatal levels of extracellular DA that
leads to tonic, D2AR-mediated suppression of DA release. Addi-
tionally, Val559 mice exhibited alterations in basal (rearing) and
approach-induced locomotion (darting), as well as a reduction in
responsiveness to psychostimulants. Recently, we documented
that the Val559 mice display impulsivity and increased motiva-
tion (Davis et al., 2018). Together, these studies provide compel-
ling evidence that Val559 mice are a construct-valid model for
disorders linked to tonic striatal hyperdopaminergia, with behav-
ioral alterations aligning reasonably well with ADHD, or disor-
ders that often feature ADHD traits, such as ASD.

In considering the in vivo impact of ADE, it is important to
recognize that DA neurons, despite sharing a core molecular pro-
gram to synthesize, release and inactivate DA, are increasingly
understood to be heterogeneous (Roeper, 2013; Chuhma et al.,
2017). The majority of CNS DA neurons are located in the sub-

stantia nigra pars compacta (SNpc) and the ventral tegmental
area (VTA), with major projections to the dorsal (DS) or ventral
striatum (VS), respectively. Recent studies have revealed multiple
molecular contributors to DA neuron signaling differing by ori-
gin and projection field, and that this heterogeneity supports
distinct behavioral states (Matsumoto and Hikosaka, 2009; Howe
and Dombeck, 2016; Parker et al., 2016). However, whether ge-
netic variation in shared molecular features of DA projections
can exhibit pathway-biased phenotypes is unclear. Here, we pro-
vide evidence for previously unknown, region-specific D2AR-
linked regulatory complexity in how distinct DA terminals insure
homeostatic control of DA signaling that contribute to unex-
pected, region-dependent bias in penetrance of the Val559. More
broadly, our studies provide an example of how pathway-specific
differences in neurotransmitter signaling regulation can shape
the impact of gene variants on distinct clinical features of neuro-
psychiatric disorders.

Materials and Methods
Animals. All experiments were performed under protocols approved by
the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Florida Atlantic
University and Vanderbilt University. Unless noted otherwise, 4- to
6-week-old mice homozygous for DAT Val559 (Val559) or DAT Ala559
(WT) were bred from homozygous dams and sires derived from
heterozygous breeders, no more than two generations removed. Genetic
background for all animals was 75% 129/6: 25% C57 as with prior studies
(Mergy et al., 2014b; Davis et al., 2018). Only age-matched juvenile males
were used because of the male bias reported for ADHD diagnoses and the
reported age of symptom onset. Animals were housed on a 12 h reverse
light cycle with water and food available ad libitum. All experiments were
performed during the animal’s active cycle.

Brain slice preparation, drug treatments, and immunoblotting. All chemical
reagents used in experiments were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich unless
otherwise specified. Brain slice preparation and experiments were per-
formed under constant oxygenation (95%O2:5%CO2). Animals were
killed by rapid decapitation and excised brains were moved to ice-cold
sucrose-artificial CSF (S-ACSF; in mM: sucrose 250, KCl 2.5, NaH2PO4

1.2, NaHCO3 26, D-glucose 11, MgCl2.6H2O 1.2, CaCl2.2H2O 2.4, pH
7.4, 300 –310 mOsm). A vibratome (Leica VT100 S) was used to prepare
250 �m slices that contained the DS and/or VS (matching coordinates of
0.2– 0.5 mm A/P for DS, and 1.0 –1.5 mm A/P for VS in the Allen Mouse
Brain Atlas) in S-ACSF following which, slices were allowed to recover at
30 –32°C for 1 h in ACSF, substituting 92 mM NaCl for sucrose (pH 7.4,
300 –310 mOsm). Before drug treatments, slices were washed with ACSF
at 37°C and then treated with vehicle, 1 �M (�)�quinpirole hydrochlo-
ride (quinpirole), a D2/D3 agonist for 5 min (biotinylation) or 10 min
(immunoprecipitation), 10 �M (�)-sulpiride hydrochloride (sulpiride),
a D2/D3 antagonist for 20 min (biotinylation and immunoprecipitation)
or 100 �M 3-hydroxybenzylhydrazine dihydrochloride (NSD1015), an
amino acid decarboxylase inhibitor for 10 min [L-3,4-dihydroxypheny-
lalanine (L-DOPA) accumulation]. With the exception of biotinylation
and L-DOPA accumulation, slices were washed in ice-cold ACSF, fol-
lowed by rapid dissection of DS and VS, and tissue solubilization in lysis
buffer (in mM: NaCl 150, KCl 2.5 m, Tris 50, and 1% Triton X-100).
Protein concentrations were determined using the BCA protein assay
(ThermoFisher) with bovine serum albumin (BSA) as standard, with a
FLUOstar Omega microplate reader (BMG Labtech). Following SDS-
PAGE (10% gel), proteins were transferred to PVDF membranes (Milli-
pore) at 4°C overnight and then blocked with 5% dry milk (for DAT) or
5% BSA (for TH) in room temp wash buffer (in mM: NaCl 150, 2.5 KCl,
50 Tris, and 0.1% Tween 20). Blocked membranes were incubated with
rat anti-DAT (MAB369, Millipore; RRID:AB_2190413) and rabbit
anti-TH (2025-THRAB, PhosphoSolutions; RRID:AB_2492276) at a di-
lution of 1:1000 in wash buffer overnight at 4°C. Membranes were then
rinsed 4� in wash buffer before incubation with goat anti-rat or goat
anti-rabbit HRP-conjugated secondary antibody (Jackson ImmunoRe-
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search) at a 1:10,000 dilution for 1 h. Following
multiple washes using wash buffer, membranes
were subjected to chemiluminescent visualiza-
tion (Bio-Rad Clarity ECL) and bands were vi-
sualized using an ImageQuant LAS 4000
imager (GE Healthcare Life Sciences). Blot im-
ages were minimally processed during quanti-
tation and cropped for the presentation of
representative figures.

Slice biotinylation. Methods to assess DAT
surface expression in acute brain slices were
adapted from those described previously (Ga-
briel et al., 2014). Briefly, following washes in
ice-cold ACSF, slices were treated with sulfo-
NHS-SS-biotin (1 mg/ml, ThermoFisher) on
ice for 30 min. Reactions were quenched by
treatment with 0.1 M glycine 2� for 10 min,
followed by rapid washes with ice-cold ACSF.
DS and VS were rapidly dissected, solubilized
in lysis buffer as noted above, and protein con-
centration determined. Detergent lysates were
added to streptavidin agarose beads (Thermo-
Fisher) at a ratio of 20 �g protein per 50 �l
bead slurry and mixed overnight at 4°C. Fol-
lowing washes with lysis buffer, protein was
eluted/denatured at room temp for 30 min,
subjected to SDS-PAGE, PVDF transfer, and
immunoblotting for DAT and TH.

[3H]DA slice uptake. [3H]DA uptake in acute
slices was performed as described previously
(Wu et al., 2015). In brief, brain slices con-
taining DS and VS were washed in 37°C were
incubated in 50 nM [3H]DA [dihdroxyphenyl-
ethylamine, 3, 4-(Ring-2, 5, 6- 3H), PerkinEl-
mer] for 10 min, which lies within the linear
portion of the time dependence of uptake in
our assays (r 2 � 0.86), in the presence of
GBR12909, a DAT inhibitor. Slices were then
rapidly washed in ice-cold ACSF, DS and VS
dissected, and proteins extracted using lysis
buffer. Lysates were then added to Ecoscint
H (National Diagnostics), followed by gentle
shaking overnight. Accumulated radioactiv-
ity was determined using a TriCarb 2900TR
scintillation counter (PerkinElmer). Counts
were normalized to DAT total levels in each
condition.

High-speed chronoamperometry. For in vivo
chronoamperometric assessment of DA clear-
ance, 8- to 10-week-old mice were used. High-
speed chronoamperometry (HSC) for DA was
performed as described previously (Owens et
al., 2012). Animals were anesthetized by intra-
peritoneal injection of �-chloralose (400 mg/
kg) and urethane (4 mg/kg), fitted with an
endotracheal tube to ensure steady breathing,
and placed on a heating pad at 37°C with head
mounted in a stereotaxic frame (Kopf Instru-
ments). Electrode-micropipette assemblies
were made before the experiment using a sin-
gle, 20-�m-diameter carbon fiber (Specialty
Materials) and 7-barrel micropipettes (FHC),
ensuring a distance of 200 �m between the
electrode tip and micropipette. The electrode
was coated with 5% Nafion to enhance selec-
tivity for DA and calibrated in vitro using
2 �M serial additions of DA to PBS. Each barrel of the micropipette was
filled with either 200 �M DA (in PBS) or 400 �M sulpiride (in
ACSF�10% DMSO). The electrode-micropipette assembly was lowered

into the DS (1.5 mm M/L, 0.5 mm A/P, 2.5 mm D/V) or VS (1.0 mm M/L,
1.5 mm A/P, 3.5 mm D/V). DA pressure ejection was achieved using a
Picrospritzer (Parker Hannifin) with an ejection volume of 8 –125 nl
(10 –30 psi, 0.05–5 s). Drugs were applied at a volume of 100 –125 nl (0.5

Figure 1. Val559 induces elevated DAT surface expression in DS, but not VS, consistent with tonic, region-specific presynaptic
D2AR activation. Total DAT levels, normalized to total TH, are unchanged across genotypes in both (A) DS (two-tailed Student’s t
test, t(14) � 0.4344, p � 0.671, N � 8) and (B) VS (two-tailed Student’s t test, t(10) � 1.164 p � 0.271, N � 6). In the DS (C)
surface DAT in Val559 is higher relative to WT and quinpirole (Quin; 1 �M, 5 min) elevates WT surface DAT, not Val559 DAT
(two-way ANOVA, genotype: F(1,24) � 25.64, p � 0.0001; Quin: F(1,24) � 0.3471, p � 0.561; interaction: F(1,24) � 19.23, p �
0.0001. Bonferroni’s multiple-comparisons test: p � 0.0001 for WT Veh vs Val559 Veh, p � 0.009 for WT Veh vs WT Quin, p �
0.072 for Val559 Veh vs Val559 Quin, N � 8). In the VS, (D) membrane DAT is unchanged across genotypes and surface levels are
unaffected in response to Quin (1 �M, 5 min; two-way ANOVA, genotype: F(1,16) � 0.306, p � 0.5873; Quin F(1,16) � 1.145, p �
0.300; interaction F(1,16) � 0.159, p � 0.696, N � 5). E, Sulpiride (Sulp; 10 �M, 20 min) treatment abolishes genotype effects in
Val559 (two-way ANOVA, genotype: F(1,20) �7.117, p�0.015; Sulp: F(1,20) �3.855, p�0.064; interaction: F(1,20) �6.402, p�
0.0199. Bonferroni’s multiple-comparisons test: p � 0.009 for WT Veh vs Val559 Veh, p � 0.999 for WT Veh vs Val559 Sulp, N � 6).
* denotes comparisons across genotypes (WT vs. Val559); **** for p � 0.0001 in (C) and ** for p � 0.01 in (E). # denotes comparisons
across drug (Veh vs. Quin); ## for p � 0.01 in (C).
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psi). Recordings of DA clearance were conducted using the FAST12 sys-
tem (Quanteon), following 100 ms of 550 mV step potentials to the
carbon fiber, separated by a 0.9 ms return to 0 mV, relative to a reference
electrode mounted under the neck. DA was identified using its current
oxidation/reduction ratio, 0.5:0.8. Signal parameters used in quantita-
tion were the T80(s), the time for amperometric signal to decay to 80%
signal amplitude, and the clearance rate (TC in nM/s), estimated as the
slope of the linear portion of current decay from 20 to 60% signal
amplitude.

Phospho-Thr53 DAT immunoprecipitation. Quantification of DAT
phosphorylation at Thr53 was assessed as previously described (Foster et
al., 2012). Briefly, rabbit Thr53 DAT antibody (Roxanne A. Vaughan;
RRID:AB_2492078) was crosslinked to protein A magnetic beads (Dyna-
beads, ThermoFisher) at a ratio of 1 mg Thr53 antibody or rabbit IgG
(Antibodies) to 10 �l bead slurry using 25 mM dimethyl pimelimidate in
0.2 M triethylamine 3� for 30 min each, quenched with 50 mM ethanol-
amine then treated with 5% BSA in PBS � 0.1% Triton X-100 at 4°C for
1 h to reduce nonspecific binding. Detergent lysates of brain slices were
added to cross-linked DAT Thr53 antibody-conjugated beads at a ratio
of 250 �g protein to 25 �l of bead slurry, rocked at 4°C for 4 h, washed
with lysis buffer, treated with 2� Laemmli sample buffer (Bio-Rad) to
elute/denature protein before SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting for DAT.

Slice L-DOPA accumulation. Following slice preparation and recovery,
slices were treated with NSD1015 (100 �M) alone, or quinpirole (1 �M)
and NSD1015 (100 �M) for 10 min at 37°C, then rapidly washed in
ice-cold ACSF and sonicated in 250 �l of 0.2 M HClO4. Isoproterenol (10
ng) was added as an internal standard, the protein denatured and sam-
ples centrifuged at 20,000 � g for 15 min at 4°C, with 1 M sodium acetate
addition to modify the supernatant to pH 3.0. The supernatant was then
filtered with a spin column and analyzed by HPLC. The HPLC system
consisted of an Eicom Insight Autosampler (AS-700), EiCOM Stand-
Alone HPLC-Electrochemical Detection System (HTEC-510), Eicompak
SC-30DS (ID 3.0 � 100 mm) reverse-phase column with a graphite
working electrode (WE-3G, EiCOM). Assays used an applied potential of
�750 mV versus Ag/AgCl. A mobile phase consisting of 85% 0.1 M

citrate-acetate buffer, pH 3.5, 15% methanol, 220 mg/L sodium octane
sulfonate and 5 mg/L EDTA-2Na was used to separate L-DOPA and its
metabolites. Signals were quantitated relative to known concentrations
of standards using Envision Data System software. The final oxidation
current values were converted to ng and adjusted to milligrams protein
amounts determined by BCA protein assay as described above.

Experimental design and statistical analyses. Statistical analyses and
graphical presentations were pursued using GraphPad Prism 6.0, with
p � 0.05 taken as statistically significant. For all experiments, each N
value represents data obtained from an individual animal. For all slice
experiments, hemisections obtained from the same slice were treated

with either vehicle (Veh) or drug. DS or VS slices from WT and Val559
mice for slice biotinylation and p-Thr53 immunoprecipitation experi-
ments were paired and samples run on the same gel. Data are presented
normalized to WT Veh and a two-way ANOVA was used to compare all
groups. Post hoc Bonferroni tests were performed if there was a signifi-
cant drug and genotype interaction. For slice [3H]DA uptake, each paired
hemi-slice was treated with Veh or GBR12909 before [3H]DA applica-
tion. Data were normalized to milligrams of protein obtained from ly-
sates, and lysates were subjected to SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting for
DAT to ensure comparable levels of DAT in each hemi-slice. For in vivo
HSC, peak DA signal amplitudes were generated in triplicate for each
animal. Basal clearance at 1 �M DA signal amplitude was compared
between genotypes using a two-tailed Student’s t test. TC curves were
analyzed using a two-way ANOVA and post hoc Bonferroni test compar-
ing DA signal amplitudes and genotypes, and subjected to Michaelis-
Menten analyses to obtain fit (r 2) and KM values. For sulpiride injection
studies, a stable DA signal amplitude of 1 �M was obtained in triplicate
before Veh or sulpiride injection. Veh injection always preceded
sulpiride injection; data are presented normalized to Veh at 20 min and
analyzed using a two-tailed Student’s t test, comparing sulpiride effects
on TC and T80 in WT or Val559. For slice L-DOPA accumulation exper-
iments, DS or VS slices were collected from WT or Val559 mice and
analyzed for L-DOPA levels independently. Data are presented normal-
ized to the NSD-only condition and analyzed using two-tailed Student’s
t test, comparing effects of quinpirole on NSD-stimulated L-DOPA ac-
cumulation in WT or Val559 mice. Specific statistical tests and exact p
values for experiments are provided in the Figure Legends, along with the
sample size ( N).

Results
Val559 induces elevated DAT surface expression in DS, but
not VS, consistent with tonic, region-specific presynaptic
D2AR activation
Our prior studies using transfected cells demonstrated that
whereas Val559-driven ADE in transfected cells and cultured
neurons is supported by DA stimulation of endogenous D2Rs
(Bowton et al., 2010), this receptor engagement did not appear to
enhance DAT surface trafficking (Mazei-Robison and Blakely,
2005). In contrast, synaptosomal D2AR activation with an exog-
enous agonist has been reported to increases DAT surface expres-
sion (Chen et al., 2013), suggesting differences between culture
and native preparations that could limit detection of Val559 phe-
notypes. Therefore, we evaluated the effects of in vivo D2AR ac-
tivation on transporter surface density using the D2-type DA
receptor agonist quinpirole (1 �M, 5 min) by ex vivo biotinylation
approaches (Gabriel et al., 2014). Recognizing the aforemen-
tioned molecular and functional diversity of different DA projec-
tions, we assessed transporter trafficking in WT and Val559 mice
using slices containing either the DS or VS. Whereas total levels of
DAT protein were not impacted by Val559 in either DS or VS
(Fig. 1A,B), surface levels of DAT were significantly elevated in
the DS of Val559 mice relative to WT animals (Fig. 1C). This
genotype effect was absent in slices prepared from the VS (Fig.
1D). Additionally, whereas quinpirole treatment elevated cell-
surface transporter levels in WT DS slices, no effect of quinpirole
was detected in Val559 DS slices (Fig. 1C). Remarkably, quin-
pirole was without effect on surface DAT levels in VS slices re-
gardless of genotype (Fig. 1D). We hypothesized that maximal,
ongoing activation of D2ARs might be responsible for the ele-
vated transporter surface expression detected under basal condi-
tions in Val559 DS slices, as well as the inability of quinpirole to
effect membrane trafficking. This hypothesis was supported by
biotinylation experiments conducted with the D2-type receptor
antagonist sulpiride (10 �M, 20 min), which eliminated the
Val559 genotype effect on basal surface DAT levels (Fig. 1E).

Figure 2. Val559 expression causes a reduction in [3H]DA uptake in DS slices. Val559 DS slices
show a profound reduction in (A) total (two-way ANOVA, genotype: F(1,12) � 25.56, p �
0.0003; GBR: F(1,12) � 42.11, p � 0.0001; interaction: F(1,12) � 18.98, p � 0.0009. Bonferro-
ni’s multiple-comparisons test: p � 0.0001 for WT Veh vs Val559 Veh, p � 0.0001for WT Veh vs
WT GBR and p � 0.944 for Val559 Veh vs Val559 GBR, N � 4) and (B) specific [3H]DA (50 nM, 10
min) uptake (two-tailed Student’s t test, t(6) � 9.188, p � 0.003, N � 4). * denotes compar-
isons across genotypes (WT vs. Val559); *** for p � 0.001 in (A) and ** for p � 0.01 in (B). #

denotes comparisons across drug (Veh vs. GBR); #### for p � 0.0001 in (A).
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Val559 impacts in vivo basal and D2AR-
mediated clearance of exogenous DA,
highlighting impact of ADE in the DS,
not VS
Our findings of elevated surface DAT in
Val559 DS were surprising, as previously
we had reported no changes in DAT-
mediated [3H]DA uptake using trans-
fected cells (Mazei-Robison and Blakely,
2005) or striatal synaptosomes (Mergy et
al., 2014b). We reasoned that a failure to
detect elevations in DA transport in
Val559 synaptosomes could arise from ei-
ther the disruptive nature of synapto-
somal preparation or to the free diffusion
of DA that arises from ADE in synapto-
somal incubations, lessening both D2AR
activation and subsequent D2AR-depen-
dent changes in transporter surface ex-
pression and DA uptake. Our attempt to
assess genotype effects on [3H]DA uptake
assays in brain slices, however, revealed
further complexities, as here we detected a
significant reduction in [3H]DA uptake in
Val559 versus WT DS slices (Fig. 2A,B).
One possible explanation for the latter
findings is that, in brain slices, DA re-
leased by ADE could remain trapped in
the tissue and result in a reduction of
[3H]DA-specific activity, thereby appear-
ing to diminish levels of [3H]DA uptake. If
this is the case, we should detect a decrease
in apparent DA affinity, or an increase in
KM in DA dose–response studies. To ex-
plore this idea, and to move our func-
tional evaluations in vivo, we pursued
assessments of DA clearance in anesthe-
tized WT and Val559 mice using HSC.
Pressure ejection of DA resulting in a sig-
nal amplitude of 1 �M corroborated our
ex vivo findings of reduced DAT function,
showing a delay in the time to clear 80% of
the DA signal (T80) and reduction in DA
clearance rate (TC) in the Val559 DS (Fig.
3A). Remarkably, VS DA clearance was
unchanged across genotypes (Fig. 3B).
To perform dose–response studies, we
pressure-ejected increasing concentrations
of DA and determined DA clearance rates
(TC) at each concentration. As shown in
Figure 3, C and D, the concentration de-
pendence of TC profiles conformed well to
Michaelis–Menten kinetics, regardless of
genotype or region (see legend for r 2 values). Consistent with our
hypothesis, we obtained a significant increase in the exogenous
DA KM from fits of DS recordings in Val559 versus WT mice (Fig.
3C; see legend for KM values). In contrast, no genotype effect in
DA KM was evident in recordings from the VS (Fig. 3D).

Previous studies using HSC have shown that local injection of
D2AR antagonists can delay DA clearance and enhance DA signal
amplitude, likely due to the inhibition of D2AR-mediated eleva-
tions in DAT surface expression that are triggered by the exoge-
nous DA pulse (Cass and Gerhardt, 1994; Dickinson et al., 1999).

We reasoned that ADE induced by Val559 in the DS would di-
minish D2AR antagonist effects, because of the greater amount of
DA that must be blocked to constrain D2AR activation. In WT
DS, sulpiride (50 pmol, 20 min) injections significantly elevated
DA signal amplitude and increased T80 compared with vehicle
(Fig. 4A; 1 �M DA signal amplitude presented). Under the same
conditions, in the DS of Val559 mice, sulpiride lacked the ability
to elevate DA signal amplitude (actually a small but significant
decrease) or to delay T80 (Fig. 4B). Together with our slice DAT
trafficking and [3H]DA uptake studies, our HSC dose–response

Figure 3. Val559 reduces in vivo clearance of exogenous DA, highlighting impact of ADE in the DS, not VS. In the DS, (A) Val559
expression results in decreased TC (two-tailed Student’s t test, t(30) � 8.499, p � 0.0001, N � 5– 6) and a delay in T80 (two-tailed
Student’s t test, t(30) � 3.661, p � 0.001, N � 5– 6), also apparent in the representative clearance trace at 1 �M, but in the VS (B)
causes no change in TC (two-tailed Student’s t test, t(22) � 0.549, p � 0.568, N � 4) or T80 (two-tailed Student’s t test, t(22) �
0.400, p�0.693, N�4). In dose-dependent studies in the DS, (C) clearance rates (TC) are attenuated in the Val559 compared with
the WT (two-way ANOVA, genotype: F(1,218) � 401.8, p � 0.0001; peak DA: F(7,218) � 506.7, p � 0.0001; interaction: F(7,218) �
18.33, p � 0.0001. Bonferroni’s multiple-comparisons test shows p � 0.002 for WT vs Val559 at 1 �M and p � 0.0001 at 2, 3, 4,
6, 8, and 10 �M peak DA, N � 5– 6). TC profiles conformed to Michaelis–Menten kinetics in both WT and Val559 (WT-r 2 � 0.969,
Val559-r 2 � 0.873), but show apparent KM for DA being significantly higher in Val559 (WT KM � 8.9 � 0.14 �M, Val559 KM �
17.3 � 0.50 �M, two-tailed Student’s t test, t(9) � 14.49, p � 0.0001). In the VS, (D) Val559 TC is comparable to WT over all DA
signal amplitudes (two-way ANOVA, genotype: F(1,154) � 0.561, p � 0.478; peak DA: F(6,154) � 162.2, p � 0.0001; interaction:
F(6,154) � 0.619, p � 0.715, N � 4) and conformed well to Michaelis–Menten kinetics for WT and Val559 (WT-r 2 � 0.971,
Val559-r 2 � 0.861), with no change in apparent KM (WT KM � 14.99 � 0.24 �M, Val559 KM � 15.59 � 0.82 �M, two-tailed
Student’s t test, t(6) � 0.7, p �0.528). * denotes comparisons across genotypes (WT vs. Val559); denotes comparisons across
genotypes (WT vs. Val559); ***p � 0.001 for T80 comparisons and ****p � 0.0001 for TC comparisons in (A), and ****p � 0.0001
for TC comparisons in (C).
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and D2AR antagonist studies support a model where the Val559
DS exhibits elevated surface levels of efflux-prone DATs, driven
by ADE in the context of D2AR coupling to DAT. In the VS,
Val559 ADE fails to modify DAT surface trafficking and extracel-
lular DA levels, due to a lack of D2AR–DAT coupling.

Val559 causes enhanced DAT phosphorylation in DS, but not VS,
arising from tonic, region-specific presynaptic D2AR activity
Multiple DAT N-terminal Ser/Thr residues are phosphorylated
under basal conditions (Foster et al., 2002; Foster et al., 2012),
and although elevated DAT phosphorylation has been demon-
strated following drug treatments (Foster et al., 2006; Challasiva-
kanaka et al., 2017), the role of endogenous receptors (such as
D2AR) in the phosphorylation-dependent control of native DAT
trafficking and function, and how transporter phosphorylation is
impacted by disease-associated mutations, remains an active area
of investigation (Ramamoorthy et al., 2011; Bermingham and
Blakely, 2016; Foster and Vaughan, 2017). Recently, Vaughan
and colleagues detected basal phosphorylation of DAT at the
juxtamembrane residue Thr53 (p-Thr53) in both transfected
cells and striatal synaptosomes (Foster et al., 2012). These inves-
tigators also associated Thr53 phosphorylation with AMPH-
induced DA efflux, an important finding in the context of the
ADE induced spontaneously by Val559. Moreover, Thr53 lies
within a MAPK consensus phosphorylation site, of relevance to
our studies in that D2AR regulation of DAT trafficking has been
found to be dependent on signaling by the MAPK ERK1/2 (Bolan
et al., 2007). Paralleling our observations of region-dependent
changes in DAT trafficking, we found a significant elevation in
p-Thr53 DAT with DS, but not VS slices of Val559 mice (Fig.
5A,B). To determine whether elevated Thr53 phosphorylation

might derive from ADE-driven D2AR
stimulation, we first treated slices with
quinpirole (1 �M, 10 min) and detected
elevated p-Thr53 levels in WT DS but not
in Val559 DS slices (Fig. 5A), consistent
with tonic D2AR activation in the DS that
cannot be further elevated by the D2AR
agonist. Consistent with this hypothesis,
the basal elevations in DS p-Thr53 levels
were normalized by treatment of slices
with sulpiride (10 �M, 20 min; Fig. 5C). In
keeping with a lack of D2AR–DAT cou-
pling in the VS, quinpirole treatment
failed to elevate p-Thr53 levels in VS slices
(Fig. 5B).

Val559 attenuates D2AR-induced
inhibition of TH activity in the DS, but
not VS
Our studies of DAT trafficking, clearance
and phosphorylation demonstrate a region-
dependent perturbation by Val559, with
genotype effects seen for both basal and
D2AR activation in the DS but not VS.
Because VS DA projections express func-
tional D2ARs (Sesack et al., 1994), we ex-
plored whether the impact of the Val559
allele extends from the control of DAT to
other aspects of D2AR-mediated presyn-
aptic regulation, specifically to the regula-
tion of TH, the rate-limiting determinant
of DA synthesis. Prior studies have shown
that striatal D2AR stimulation via quin-

pirole can inhibit TH activity, as measured by L-DOPA accumu-
lation in the presence of the amino acid decarboxylase inhibitor,
NSD1015 (Lindgren et al., 2001; Bello et al., 2011). We quantified
quinpirole-modulation of NSD-stimulated L-DOPA accumula-
tion in DS and VS slices prepared from WT and Val559 mice.
Although we found no genotype impact on TH activity in either
DS or VS following NSD treatment (Fig. 6A,B), or total TH
protein levels (Fig. 6C,D), we observed an inability for DS slices to
translate quinpirole application to an attenuation of TH activity
in the Val559 DS, whereas WT DS demonstrated the expected
quinpirole sensitivity. Additionally, D2AR stimulation reduced
TH activity in the VS of both WT and Val559 slices (Fig. 6E,F).
These effects broaden the region-dependent effects of Val559 to
include perturbations of control of DA synthesis as well as DAT
phosphorylation and trafficking.

Discussion
Genetic, pharmacological, and brain imaging studies indicate
that synaptic DA availability and signaling is disrupted in neuro-
psychiatric disorders, including addiction (Volkow and Morales,
2015), ADHD (Cook et al., 1995; Volkow et al., 2007), schizo-
phrenia (Slifstein et al., 2015; Howes et al., 2017), and ASD (Jeste
and Geschwind, 2014). Past efforts to model DAergic contribu-
tions to these disorders, although important, have used lesion
and pharmacological approaches, or knock-out models that per-
turb DA synthesis, release, or inactivation (Zhou and Palmiter,
1995; Giros et al., 1996; Wang et al., 1997). Thus, we pursued the
identification of functionally penetrant, disease-associated vari-
ants in DAT (Mazei-Robison et al., 2005; Mergy et al., 2014a)
with which animal models with improved construct validity

Figure 4. Val559 attenuates the effects of in vivo D2AR-antagonism on clearance of exogenous DA, highlighting impact of ADE
in the DS, not VS. In the WT DS, (A) Sulp injection (50pmol, 20 min) enhanced signal amplitude (two-tailed Student’s t test, t(12) �
2.519, #p � 0.027, N � 7) and delayed T80 (two-tailed Student’s t test, t(12) � 2.998, #p � 0.011, N � 7), but (B) reduced signal
amplitude (two-tailed Student’s t test, t(6) � 2.608, #p � 0.04, N � 4) and had no effect on T80 (two-tailed Student’s t test,
t(6) � 0.431, p � 0.681, N � 4) in the Val559 DS. # denotes comparisons across drug (Veh vs. Sulp); # for p � 0.05 for Signal
Amplitude and T80 comparisons in (A) and for Signal Amplitude comparisons in (B).
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could be constructed. The current report
arises from an effort to model the impact
of Val559, a variant we identified in two
male siblings with ADHD, and that others
identified in a girl with bipolar disorder
(Grünhage et al., 2000) and two unrelated
boys with ASD (Bowton et al., 2014).

Following our initial demonstration
that Val559 exhibited ADE in transfected
cells (Mazei-Robison et al., 2008), studies
established that endogenous D2 receptors
expressed in cells and cultured DA neu-
rons were required to sustain ADE (Bow-
ton et al., 2010). Although D2ARs had
been reported to elevate DAT surface ex-
pression and function (Bolan et al., 2007),
presumably matching demands from ele-
vated vesicular release, we detected no ef-
fects of Val559 on these measures in
transfected cells (Mazei-Robison and
Blakely, 2005) or Val559 synaptosomes
(Mergy et al., 2014b). We reasoned that
the lack of an effect of ADE on trafficking
might be from the use of in vitro assays,
where its impact might be minimized
through rapid diffusion of extracellular
DA.

To pursue this idea, we used striatal slices
with which we previously demonstrated
D2AR-dependent, tonic inhibition of DA
vesicular release as a consequence of Val559
ADE (Mergy et al., 2014b). Acknowledg-
ing that DS and VS receive distinct DA
projections, we assessed DAT trafficking
in DS and VS slices separately. In WT DS
slices, we demonstrated that D2AR activa-
tion elevates DAT surface expression.
Moreover, Val559 slices displayed basal
elevation in surface DAT that is normal-
ized by D2AR antagonism (Fig. 1). To-
gether, these results suggest that Val559
ADE in the DS drives tonic elevations in
surface DAT via D2AR-induction of DAT
trafficking. In the VS, where D2AR-DAT
regulation is absent, Val559 ADE and sub-
sequent D2AR effects are greatly dimin-
ished or absent.

To complement our trafficking stud-
ies, we performed [3H]DA uptake in DS
slices, and observed a striking reduction in
Val559 [3H]DA uptake compared with WT (Fig. 2). To assess the
impact of Val559 on in vivo DA clearance we chose HSC, where
DA is applied exogenously, over other approaches (e.g., fast-scan
cyclic voltammetry) due to studies indicating rapid DAT traffick-
ing following electrical stimulation (Richardson et al., 2016). Our
recordings demonstrated Michaelis–Menten kinetics for DA
clearance at concentrations expected to reflect the physiological
range of DAT function. Consistent with slice uptake, we found
decreased DA clearance in Val559 DS compared with WT DS
(Fig. 3). We could reconcile these seemingly contradictory find-
ings if these measures are impacted by competition of exogenous
DA with endogenous, ADE-generated DA. The detection of an
increase in DA KM, as well as the inability of D2AR inhibition to

affect DA clearance in DS (Fig. 4), supports this hypothesis. As
with our surface DAT results, we failed to detect a genotype effect
on DA clearance in the VS. Together, these findings suggest that
an intrinsic lack of D2AR–DAT coupling in the VS precludes an
ability of Val559 to establish ADE. Additionally, they indicate
that any released DA in the DS is inefficiently cleared by DAT,
despite elevated surface levels.

In vitro studies indicate that the conformational changes bias-
ing Val559 to ADE rely on N-terminal phosphorylation at a clus-
ter of distal Ser residues (Ramamoorthy et al., 2011) and Thr53,
located proximal to the membrane within a MAPK consensus site
(Gorentla et al., 2009). As ERK1/2 signaling participates in
D2AR-DAT trafficking (Bolan et al., 2007) and DA efflux (Foster

Figure 5. Val559 causes enhanced DAT phosphorylation in DS, but not VS, arising from tonic, region-specific presynaptic D2AR
activity. In the DS (A) basal Val559 p-Thr53 is higher relative to WT and Quin (1 �M, 10 min) increases WT p-Thr53, whereas Val559
p-Thr53 is unchanged (two-way ANOVA, genotype: F(1,16) � 1.553, p � 0.231; Quin: F(1,16) � 14.47, p � 0.001; interaction:
F(1,16) � 14.89, p � 0.002. Bonferroni’s multiple-comparisons test: *p � 0.014 for WT Veh vs Val559 Veh, p � 0.0003 for WT Veh
vs WT Quin, p � 0.9999 for Val559 Veh vs Val559 Quin, N � 5). In the VS (B) Val559 and WT p-Thr53 are comparable and Quin (1
�M, 10 min) has no effect on WT or Val559 p-Thr53 DAT (two-way ANOVA, genotype: F(1,16) � 0.566, p � 0.699; Quin: F(1,16) �
0.155, p � 0.430; interaction: F(1,16) � 0.670, p � 0.425, N � 5). C, Sulp (10 �M, 20 min) normalized Val559 p-Thr53 to WT levels
(two-way ANOVA, genotype: F(1,24) � 7.132, p � 0.013; Sulp effect: F(1,24) � 4.998, p � 0.035; interaction: F(1,24) � 16.05, p �
0.0005. Bonferroni’s multiple-comparisons test: *p �0.0003 for WT Veh vs Val559 Veh, p �0.999 for WT Veh vs Val559 Sulp, N �
7). * denotes comparisons across genotypes (WT vs. Val559); * for p � 0.05 in (A) and *** for p � 0.001 in (C). # denotes
comparisons across drug (Veh vs. Quin); ### for p � 0.001 in (A).
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et al., 2012), we assessed whether changes in p-Thr53 are linked to
D2AR-DAT regulation. Similar to our previous observations,
D2AR activation elevated p-Thr53 levels. Moreover, these levels
were significantly elevated in Val559 DS relative to WT and could
be reversed by D2AR inhibition, whereas the VS displayed no
genotype differences (Fig. 5). These findings compel further
studies to assess an in vivo requirement for elevated p-Thr53 in
Val559-ADE and/or D2AR-modulation of DAT trafficking. They
also suggest that a lack of regulation of DAT by D2AR in the VS
compared with the DS, may arise from differences in D2AR sig-
naling to DAT via ERK1/2. Interestingly, a recent study (Calipari
et al., 2017) found estrus cycle-dependent elevations in p-Thr53
in the VS associated with enhanced reward, warranting further
studies into sex-dependent mechanisms that elevate DAT
p-Thr53 and their convergence with D2AR-linked pathways. In
this regard, DAT can also be regulated by other presynaptic

G-protein-coupled receptors (Opazo et al.,
2010; Kivell et al., 2014). Future studies
should consider whether DAT regulation
by heteroreceptors in the DS is impacted
by tonic D2AR activation.

The absence in D2AR control of DAT
regulation does not necessarily indicate an
altogether lack of functional D2ARs. Prior
studies have shown that D2ARs on VS DA
terminals control DA synthesis (Onali
and Olianas, 1989) and release (Holroyd
et al., 2015). Notably, we found that
D2AR inhibits TH activity comparably in
WT DS and VS slices, though regional dif-
ferences emerged in genotype compari-
sons. Thus, TH activity in Val559 DS, but
not VS, was insensitive to D2AR activa-
tion (Fig. 6). D2AR can downregulate TH
activity through a reduction in PKA-
dependent TH phosphorylation (Dunkley
et al., 2004). Compromised D2AR signal-
ing through this pathway could involve
D2AR desensitization by ADE-derived
DA. In this regard, Jones et al. (1999)
demonstrated a similar lack of TH control
by D2AR in the DAT KO, suggesting a loss
of D2AR function. In this case, our ability
to reverse changes in Val559-mediated
DAT phosphorylation, surface trafficking
and DA clearance (this study), and DA re-
lease via acute D2AR antagonism (Mergy
et al., 2014b) provides evidence, the first
to our knowledge, that D2ARs regulating
DA transport are distinct from those reg-
ulating synthesis. Distinct D2AR popula-
tions could derive from differential receptor
post-translational modifications, localiza-
tion with proteins, or pools of D2AR-
accessible G-protein subunits, some of
which have been shown to support DAT-
mediated DA efflux (Garcia-Olivares et
al., 2017). D2AR associates with DAT (Lee
et al., 2007), with potential disease rele-
vance (Lee et al., 2009); however, reports
suggest that this interaction is static and
not influenced by D2AR stimulation.
Whether such associations preclude D2AR

engagement of G-protein signaling mechanisms that regulate TH
are unclear, but an important area for future studies. Impor-
tantly, evidence that D2ARs in the Val559 DS fail to provide
negative feedback control of DA synthesis indicates that cytosolic
DA, unabated by feedback inhibition, can continue to sustain
ADE.

Our report adds to a growing appreciation of the inherent diver-
sity of midbrain DA neurons and their projections. Approaches to
assess in vivo DAT function in DA projections without reliance on
membrane stimulation have yet to be demonstrated. Nonetheless,
striatum-projecting DA neurons that populate the SNpc and
VTA, preferentially project to the DS and VS respectively and
exhibit differences in afferent inputs (Watabe-Uchida et al.,
2012), modulation by neurotransmitters and peptides (Zhang et
al., 2009; Xiao et al., 2017), and intrinsic electrophysiological

Figure 6. Val559 diminishes the effects of D2AR-induced inhibition of TH activity in the DS, but not VS. A, B, L-DOPA levels
post-NSD1015 only across genotypes was unchanged in both DS (two-tailed Student’s t test, t(12) � 0.659, p � 0.524, N � 7) and
VS (two-tailed Student’s t test, t(8) � 0.191, p � 0.854, N � 5). C, D, Total TH levels are unchanged across genotypes in both DS
(two-tailed Student’s t test, t(10) � 0.216, p � 0.834, N � 6) and VS (two-tailed Student’s t test, t(14) � 0.126, p � 0.904, N �
8). In the DS, (E) Quin (1 �M, 10 min) along with NSD (100 �M, 10 min) treatment reduced WT L-DOPA accumulation compared with
NSD (100 �M, 10 min) alone (two-tailed Student’s t test, t(12) � 4.155, #p � 0.001, N � 7), with no effect in Val559 (two-tailed
Student’s t test, t(12) � 1.406, #p � 0.187, N � 7). In the VS (F ) Quin (1 �M, 10 min) decreased L-DOPA levels comparably in both
WT (two-tailed Student’s t test, t(8) � 3.18, #p � 0.013, N � 5) and Val559 (two-tailed Student’s t test, t(8) � 2.411, #p � 0.041,
N � 5). # denotes comparisons across drug (NSD vs. Quin�NSD); #p � 0.05 in (E) and ##p � 0.01 in (F ).
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properties (Gantz et al., 2018). Further microheterogeneity has
emerged from studies showing diverse properties of DA projec-
tions to dorsomedial versus dorsolateral striatum (Lerner et al.,
2015), nucleus accumbens core versus shell (Shin et al., 2017),
and striatal striosome versus patch matrices (Salinas et al., 2016).
Here, we demonstrate region-specific differences in presynaptic
D2AR regulation of DAT, which, in the Val559 DS, leads to tonic
activation of presynaptic D2AR, elevated DAT trafficking, DA
availability unabated by feedback inhibition, increased ADE, and
inefficient DA clearance. Functionally, these changes are pre-
dicted to shift DA terminals in the DS away from reliance on
tightly controlled excitation-secretion mechanisms (Fig. 7).

A desire to understand underlying molecular and circuit-level
mechanisms that drive specific behavioral traits has inspired cre-
ation of the Research Domain Criteria framework (Insel et al.,
2010). To pursue its goals, targeted studies aimed at delineating
potentially different pathways that ultimately drive behavioral
heterogeneity in disease are needed, but difficult to pursue in
humans. At a circuit level, DA projections to the DS support

movement and habit formation whereas those to the VS underlie
motivation and response to reward. We have found that Val559
mice exhibit altered spontaneous and psychostimulant-induced
locomotion and impulsivity, behavioral abnormalities that could
arise through DS-specific ADE, though we have not analyzed the
contribution of Val559 in the cortex. We have also found changes
in motivation for reward, which we speculate may derive from
both a lack of effect of Val559 on novelty and value-sensitive VS
circuitry, and/or an inability for behavior to shift from responses
to the positive salience of the reward to habit-based performance.
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